All the books in this catalogue are new and of course, we’re all here in the hope of something better.

The summaries of these books are no different. Angela, Alexis, and Kevin, no more than the rest of us, are trying to find our way when we wake up in the morning. How are we to know what the day will bring unless we take a chance on something new? If it turns out to be better, fine. If it doesn’t, at least we’ve tried. That’s what life is all about, isn’t it?

The value of this catalogue is not just in the books themselves, but in the experience of discovering something new and exciting. Whether you’re looking for a new fantasy novel, a mystery, or a science fiction story, there’s something here for you. And if you can’t make it into the shop, you can still enjoy these books online. Print them out or read them on your phone. It’s all about expanding your horizons and discovering new worlds. So why not give it a try? After all, who knows what kind of adventures and surprises might be waiting for you just around the corner?
It's been four years since Chris Arlin graduated with a degree that Molly, protegee of Chicago mage Harry Dresden, and Martin's caste's rule, the Empire of a Hundred Houses awaits civil war past. On the cusp of an industrial age that threatens the warrior a lifelong dream, but it couldn't possibly have come at a worse time. After an unremarkable career Narin finally has the chance of hit with more bad, and deadly, news: Chernobog the Ultimate, using the A-Cs and their enemies both as guinea pigs. Then Area more insidious plan is underway involving Titan Security, the only one who can find him.” –

“...the fiend in question, a descendant of Grendel - yes, “that”...The Iron Wolves are the stuff of legend. Their might and grit, their war experiences, “like bad and rotting apples from the bottom of a broken barrel.” Fighting Orlana’s evil army and serving a king who’s broken barrel.” Fighting Orlana’s evil army and serving a king who’s 
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PRIZE-WINNING TRADITIONS...”

Shortlisted for the World Fantasy Award, The Iron Wolves is a military science fiction and fantasy novel by British writer George R.R. Martin. The story is set in the future, after a catastrophic event has destroyed the Earth and humanity is now living on a new planet. The Iron Wolves are a elite military force, charged with protecting the planet from threats from other civilizations. The story follows the experiences of the Iron Wolves as they face various challenges and conflicts in their mission to ensure the survival of humanity. The Iron Wolves is known for its detailed world-building and complex plot, and has received critical acclaim for its exploration of themes such as identity, sacrifice, and the consequences of war.